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Abstract: Current challenges in sustainable management of water resources have created demand for integrated, flexible and easy to use hydrological models which are able to simulate the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the hydrological cycle with a sufficient degree of certainty. Existing models which have been developed to fit these needs are often constrained to specific scales or purposes and thus can not be easily adapted to meet different challenges. As a consequence resulting from this shortage a number of modelling frameworks have been developed, e.g. the Object Modelling System (OMS). In order to enhance the capabilities of OMS towards special demands from model developers we created the Jena Adaptable Modelling System (JAMS). Built on the basis of OMS, JAMS focuses especially on flexibility during the development of new model components and less on easy integration of existing ones. This paper will present an overview of the JAMS architecture and sketches the model component development with JAMS.
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1 Introduction

With the implementation of the European Water Framework Directive (WFD – [European Union][2000]) prognostic modelling for sustainable management of water resources has become even more important than it was before. The goals set up by the WFD require a stronger integrative and multidisciplinary approach than usually practiced in the last decades. In addition to quantitative and qualitative hydrological issues, socio-economic and legislative objectives must be considered to find the best solutions for maintenance or improvement of water quality in European water bodies.

Although such an interdisciplinary and holistic approach is the most promising way to reach the goals set up by the WFD, it also introduces new problems, which have to be solved in advance. The most obvious problem is that each discipline involved in the development of strategies for sustainable management of water resources uses their own methods and tools for prognostic simulation and modelling of the single processes of the water cycle throughout Europe. This is true not only from the multidisciplinary standpoint but also from a regional point of view. Scientists from one discipline in one part of Europe often use different models for the same purpose than other scientists in other parts of the continent because the constraints and environmental circumstances are different.

The most significant differences between the single models or modelling systems applied in Europe and worldwide are the specific model cores which simulate the single processes. On the other hand, all models or modelling systems have systematic functionalities (e.g. data in- and output) which are essentially common for all models even if they had been implemented in different ways.

For future proof model development and application, a modular approach which divides the systematic routines from the scientific parts is the most promising approach. Such an approach should provide the basic functionality for data in- and output, application and communication of the single model components as well as an application programming interface (API) for the implementation of the scientific methods in the form of encapsulated programme modules. The most relevant benefit of such a framework for model developers would be to enable them to concentrate on only the implementation of most suitable methods and always be confronted with a familiar interface and modelling environment. During the last years, various efforts have
focused on developing such systems with different results. On one side, systems for coupling whole models are widely used and successfully applied in practice. However, only few modelling systems exist that are suited to couple components at the level of single process implementations (Leavesley et al. [1996]). Often, these systems are characterised by tight system constraints which interfere with ease of use.

Based on the Object Modeling System (OMS) [David et al., 2002; Kralisch et al., 2005] we developed the Jena Adaptable Modelling System (JAMS) which provides the mentioned features. This paper deals with its introduction, the current development and implementation of suitable programme modules.

2 JAMS REQUIREMENTS

The JAMS architecture is strongly influenced by the requirements of developing hydrologic models for integrated water resources management (IWRM). The following characteristics of such models were important for the JAMS development:

- Their catchment discretisation uses different distribution concepts e.g. lumped, semi distributed or fully distributed approaches.
- Their temporal and spatial resolutions cover broad scales and often involve nested approaches.
- Their process descriptions can range from mostly physically based to empirical / conceptual.
- They need to consider topology-based processes like lateral routing.
- They need to consider a large number of different processes describing the catchments hydrology as well as solute transport dynamics. Depending on the management task at hand and available input data different alternatives of process descriptions may be suited more or less.

Based on these characteristics we defined the following requirements to be met by JAMS:

- All process implementations need to be technically independent from the spatial representation of the simulated catchment.
- JAMS must allow for an arbitrary configuration of the spatial and temporal domains a process simulation is applied for.
- JAMS must be able to integrate process descriptions ranging from simple empirical to complex physically based algorithms.

In order to meet these requirements we developed the JAMS architecture which is being sketched in the following section.

3 JAMS ARCHITECTURE

In order to achieve a maximum platform independence, JAMS was implemented in JAVA. The basic JAMS concept is the representation of complex simulation models as aggregates of well-defined model components. The functionality of these model components can range from data I/O or implementations of single processes to complex sub-models. Each JAMS model is based on a model description which defines the various model components that are used. This XML-based document defines how the different model components are assembled and which data must be exchanged between the components. The model components together with the model description define a JAMS model and can be seen as the JAMS knowledge part.

The model setup, the model execution and the communication between JAMS components is established by the JAMS runtime system. The JAMS data types and basic functionalities like I/O mechanisms or unit conversion are provided by the JAMS core library. This library together with the runtime system can be regarded as JAMS core. The general layout of JAMS is shown in fig. 1.

Figure 1: Common layout of JAMS

4 JAMS MODELS

4.1 Components

The building blocks of every JAMS model are components. Each of them is characterised by (i) a set of attributes that can be used to exchange data with other components and (ii) three procedures init(), run() and cleanup() which implement the component’s functionality. These procedures are executed
by the JAMS runtime system at three according run-
time stages:

1. During the **init stage** the init()-procedures of all JAMS components are executed. This stage is executed only once at the very begin-
ning of model execution. Example functionalities executed during this stage are opening files or setting initial process parameters.

2. During the **run stage** the run()-procedures of all JAMS components are executed. This stage is executed repeatedly for different points in time and space. The functions exe-
cuted during this stage actually implement the models functionality, e.g. the calculation of the soil-water-balance or evapotranspiration.

3. During the **cleanup stage** the cleanup()-procedures of all JAMS components are exe-
cuted. This stage is executed only once at the very end of model execution. An example functionality executed during this stage is the closing of files.

Depending on the component’s functionality not all of the three procedures need to be implemented. However, a typical JAMS component using all of them is a component reading time series data from a file. Such a component would create a file reader object in the init()-procedure. Then this reader object would be used within the run()-procedure to consecutively read data from the file. Finally, the file would be closed within the cleanup()-procedure after all data have been read.

In order to execute a component’s run()-procedure repeatedly for different points in time or space, JAMS offers special Context Components.

### 4.2 Context Components

Context components work as containers for other components and control the execution of their run()-procedures. In this way they can offer functionality for iterating in time or space while executing the run()-procedures of their contained components at each iteration step.

The simplest context component in JAMS is the **Model Context (MC)** which represents a JAMS model. This component manages an ordered list of other components whose run()-procedures are se-
quentially executed only once. Fig. 2 shows an example of a MC containing three other components and the resulting code fragment of the MC’s run()-procedure.

The **Temporal Context (TC)** is responsible for managing temporal aspects of model execution. For this purpose the following information have to be pro-
vided to the TC:

- a start / end date and a step size (e.g. one day) and
- an ordered list of components to be executed by that TC.

During model execution the TC will iterate over the time interval defined by start and end date and will execute the run()-procedures of all of its contained components at a time. Fig. 3 shows a TC containing again three other components and the resulting code fragment.

The **Spatial Context (SC)** does nearly the same as the TC, but this time for the spatial domain. The information to be provided to the SC therefore are:

- an ordered list of spatial model entities and
- an ordered list of components to be executed by that SC.

Similar to the TC the SC will iterate over the spec-
ified spatial model entities and executes the run()-procedures of all contained components at a time. These spatial model entities (e.g. hydrological re-
sponse units – HRUs) are represented by special ob-
jects in JAMS. These Spatial Entities serve as flex-
ible repositories for arbitrary spatial attributes. The number of attributes and their values can easily be modified by JAMS components during model run-
time. Fig. 4 finally shows a SC with three other components and the resulting code fragment.
Figure 4: JAMS spatial context with spatial entities \((s_1, \ldots, s_3)\)

With these context components at hand arbitrary model layouts and component hierarchies can be created. Fig. 5 shows an example of a JAMS model using all three of them. Here, the model context contains only one component: a temporal context which iterates over some time interval in monthly time steps. This monthly context in turn includes two components:

1. a spatial context iterating over some entities (nitrate response units – NRUs) and executing three components (i.e. their run()-procedures) implementing some process algorithms that are applied to the NRUs, and

2. another temporal context iterating in daily time steps within the monthly time context.

This second daily context includes two spatial contexts – one of them executing components on HRU entities and the other one executing some other components on river reach entities.

Figure 5: JAMS model example

In JAMS, all of the mentioned context components are derived from simple components. Fig. 6 shows a class hierachie overview for these different components. Here, simple components are implemented by the JAMSComponent class, and context components by the respective subclasses of the JAMSContext class. Any context component can therefore contain either simple components or other context components. This makes sure that arbitrary model layouts can be created using JAMS.

Figure 6: JAMS component hierarchy

4.3 Data Exchange

In JAMS, a component can exchange data with another component or a spatial entity provided by a spatial context. For this purpose a component has to meet two conditions:

1. At implementation time the input und output data of the component must be declared.
2. At configuration time of the whole model the sources of input data must be specified.

The declaration of a components input and output data is done with the help of JAVA annotations. These metadata are used to provide the following information about a component’s attributes that are to be accessed from outside:

1. The **access type** defines if the component wants to read from this attribute, write to this attribute or both of them.

2. The **update type** defines when the component wants to access the attribute (i.e. at initialisation or at run stage). For attributes that are to be set only once at the beginning (e.g. calibration parameters) this will be at initialisation stage. The run stage access type is intended for all other attributes (i.e. those that change during model execution).

Additional metadata can be used to provide information about the purpose of a component or its single attributes, the units of attributes and an attribute’s minimum and maximum allowed values. All these metadata can easily be utilised to automatically generate documentation about JAMS components.
After having declared all of a component’s input and output data these can be linked to related attributes of other components or spatial entities. This linkage is being controlled by the runtime system which makes sure that all attributes are set to the correct values.

If a component is nested inside some spatial context it can access the attributes of the current spatial entity during the run stage. The runtime system keeps track of updating the values of the component’s and entity’s attributes depending on the access type. New attributes are automatically added to spatial entities by adding components to the model that have write access to these attributes.

### 4.4 Model description

In order to be executed by the runtime system a JAMS model must be described by a XML document. This document includes all necessary information for

- loading the desired components,
- creating the designated component hierarchy by nesting components within context components,
- linking components attributes to attributes of other components or spatial entities, and
- defining initial values for component attributes.

This XML-based description must be created by hand at the moment. A graphical model configuration tool that will generate this XML-document will be provided at a later point in time. Fig. 7 shows the simplified XML representation of the JAMS model sketched in Fig. 5.

### 5 RefET - Application

As an example application the FAO reference evapotranspiration (refET) described by Allen et al. [1998] was implemented as a JAMS model. FAO refET calculates potential evapotranspiration for a defined surface of short grass, by a simplified form of the Penman-Monteith equation. Required input are climate variables of temperature, wind-speed, relative humidity and sunshine duration. The refET calculation itself is based on other hydro-climatic variables (net radiation, vapour pressure deficit, slope of saturation pressure curve and psychrometer constant) which have to be calculated in advance. In terms of JAMS the entire calculation procedure can be understood as a set of simple components which implement the single calculation procedures or which provide the necessary input data inside a temporal context component which iterates over time. Spatial distribution can be implemented by nesting a spatial context component between the temporal context and the process components.

For the JAMS implementation the single calculation procedures for the hydro-climatic variables are implemented as process components which provide the specific variable and get input by data reader components. The final refET process component is then provided with the necessary variables by the variable process components and the data readers. If the refET calculation is carried out for only one point the data transfer is solved by direct component interaction whereas for a spatial distributed calculation spatial entities are the receivers and providers for the calculation values. A graphical representation of the distributed JAMS-refET model is shown in fig. 8.

As an example the process which calculates the saturation vapour pressure deficit (calcVPD) needs air temperature and relative humidity as input and provides VPD as output. The XML description for this data interaction is shown in fig. 9 for the point model and the distributed realisation. Fig. 10 shows the belonging run()-procedure.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Besides the relative simple refET model components the more complex distributed hydrological model J2K has been implemented into JAMS [Krause and Kralisch, 2005]. The experiences made during the J2K implementation showed that JAMS is suited very well to divide a model’s system infrastructure from the scientific semantic of single processes. During the transfer of J2K to JAMS context components proved to be a flexible approach to create arbitrary model layouts that consider different temporal and spatial resolutions within one simulation model. Due to its modular design JAMS models can easily be adapted to new problems by exchanging single process components with newly implemented ones. Tests and comparisons with the J2K legacy implementation showed that the JAMS version did not only provide identical results but also a very competitive runtime performance.

The future work on JAMS will focus amongst others on providing graphical user interfaces for easy model configuration as well as generic tools for sensitivity and uncertainty analysis and automatic model optimisation. A transfer of solute transport models from SWAT [Arnold et al., 1998] is currently under work. Another challenge will be the extension of JAMS context components that allows a parallel execution of their contained components. Finally, extensions to easily interface relational and geo-relational databases are planned in order to provide a flexible way to deal with distributed geodata and time series.
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